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September 29, 2011
Aalborg, Denmark
To Whom It May Concern:

Letter of recommendation
I am writing this Recommendation Letter for Germán Corrales Madueño in my capacity as
an Associate Professor at the group of Antennas, Propagation and Radio Networking
within the Department of Electronic Systems at Aalborg University. Germán has worked
as a student helper on a project led by me from the autumn 2010 until the summer of
2010. During that period I had multiple meetings and interactions with Germán, such that
I got to know him and his engineering abilities.
I consider myself very fortunate to have Germán and the team of other two students
working as assistants on the research project. The project dealt with innovative coding
methods for sending data reliably over off-the-shelf wireless systems. The objective of the
project was to create a proof-of-concept demonstration of these coding methods and
show that a usual WiFi system can continue to operate even under excessive
interference. The team of Germán and his co-workers have shown excellent skills and
dedication in tackling the project, such that within a very short time we obtained real-life
demonstrator as well as experimental results.
Germán acted as an informal leader of the team of research assistants and his
engineering/management skills were one of the key factors in bringing the project to a
success. Germán has a very high level of motivation to pursue engineering ideas towards
making them workable technology solutions. During the project, he has demonstrated
excellent command of four rather different skills: (1) efficient implementation (2) ability to
provide innovative ideas (3) creative design to communicate the results, and (4) wellorganized and punctual management of the project. It was a real pleasure to see all these
skills and experience in a person still pursuing his master degree.
Therefore I am giving my unreserved recommendation to Germán for a research or
engineering position in the area of wireless communication and networking. If required, I
will be happy to provide additional information on my positive experience with Germán.
Sincerely,
Petar Popovski, Ph. D.
Associate Professor
Department of Electronic Systems
Aalborg University
Niels Jernes Vej 12, A6-216
9220 Aalborg, Denmark
tel. +45 99 40 98 97
fax. +45 98 15 15 83
e-mail: petarp@es.aau.dk

